
AN INTRODUCTION TO HOM-SHIFTS

Symbolic dynamics is a multifaceted subject which arises in the conjunction of statistical physics, ergodic

theory and computer science. It is the study of the space of configurations (functions from a group G

to a finite set A) which is invariant under the natural translation action of G and avoids a given list of

forbidden patterns (functions from finite subsets of G to A). Such a space of configurations is called a

shift space. Starting with Smale’s treatise on differentiable dynamical systems [9] there was an explosion of

work on symbolic dynamics when the concerned group was Z. In a very different direction, thermodynamic

formalism on one hand [8] and connections with theoretical computer science on the other [7] gave impetus

to look at the Zd analogues. In this course we will be motivated by the connections with thermodynamic

formalism and focus on a special class of shift spaces called hom-shifts. Owing to their inherent symmetry

they are more accessible to questions as compared to Zd shift spaces in general and at the same time, they

arise as important statistical physics models and are rich in their behaviour. We now describe the tentative

structure of the course.

Lecture 1: I will motivate the subject in this lecture. We will see how it arises as an analogue of one dimen-

sional dynamics, statistical physics models and gives rise to interesting questions in theoretical

computer science. I will end this session with an introduction to entropy and related concepts.

Lecture 2: This will be an exercise session in which we will familiarise ourselves with entropy.

Lecture 3: This will be a student lecture. I will need a volunteer who is familiar with some probability and

entropy theory (if not statistical physics models which will be even better).

This lecture intends to give instances of uniqueness and non-uniqueness of measures of max-

imal entropy and will be based on [10, 3].

Lecture 4: In this lecture we will explore further into measures of maximal entropy and related questions.

We will spend some time talking about recent results by Peled and Spinka [6], briefly delve into

approximation of entropy and lay down a lot of questions. We will also introduce hom-shifts

and rectangular tiling shifts in this lecture.

Lecture 5: This will be a student lecture. There are no specific background requirements for the volunteer

here but familiarity with combinatorics and symbolic dynamics will help.

This lecture will focus on mixing properties of hom-shifts and starting with some general

background [2] will focus on recent some recent results [1, 4].

Lecture 6: In this lecture we will focus on the universality of hom-shifts [5].
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